
MGSL Skills and Drills
Primary Skills 8U (Skills) Division

Receiving (catching a thrown ball) (8A)

Presenting an open glove, chest level target

Glove fingers up, elbow bent with glove in front of body (not off to the side)

Athletic stance with slight bend in knees and heels up off the ground

Glove fingers flip down when ball drops below the waist

Soft hands, glove should give with the ball, not stab at it

For softly thrown balls, use throwing hand to secure ball in the glove

Common Mistakes:

Catching the ball with fingers out (basket catch)

Catching away from the body with arm fully extended

Failure to flip the glove on a low throw

Fielding Ground Balls (8B)

Knees bent, butt down, glove in the dirt

Always have glove at lowest point and react up to the ball

Soft hands, glove out in front and react back to the body

Charge a slowly hit ground ball

Transition from fielding into throwing motion (goal is set & throw in 2 steps)

Common Mistakes:

Avoiding the ball & fielding it off to the side

Glove too high, reacting down to the ball

Lazy feet- failure to get into proper fielding position

Happy feet - too many steps before throw is made

Rounding Bases and Running to 1B (8C)

Start base rounding early so that runner is headed directly to next base upon contact with base

If a play is being made, always run full speed through 1B

After safely touching 1B, break down and find the ball

Run through 1B, round and look or go to 2B

Know where the ball is. Coach is there to help, not make every decision for you.

Common Mistakes:

Rounding too late (banana turns) or heading to 2B via RF

Losing track of the ball or relying exclusively on the base coach

Topics to Introduce (8I)
Underhand flip throws

Force outs at 2B, 3B & HP

Sliding

Fly Balls

Game Knowledge
Force Outs vs Tag Outs

Base running - what to do when the ball is popped up

Covering all bases anytime ball is put into play

Outfield positions by name and roughly where each plays in the field


